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Abstract: A biplane quadrotor is a hybrid type of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) that has ad-
vantages of both fixed-wing and rotary-wing UAVs. In this study, we design controllers using
(i) Backstepping Control (BSC), (ii) Integral Terminal Sliding Mode Control (ITSMC), and (iii) Hybrid
control (ITSMC + BSC), where the ITSMC controls attitude and BSC controls the altitude subsystems
as per the mathematical model of biplane quadrotor. The performance of these controllers is evaluated
based on the autonomous trajectory tracking containing all possible maneuvers and operation modes
that the biplane quadrotor can perform. Performance analysis reveals that the BSC-based controller is
susceptible to a steady-state error in altitude tracking when mass is changed. In contrast, the ITSMC
and the “hybrid” controllers achieve smooth tracking in a finite time. Furthermore, the “hybrid”
controller outperforms the other designs, reducing tracking error and faster convergence time.

Keywords: biplane quadrotor; integral terminal sliding mode controller; backstepping control; hybrid
controller; trajectory tracking

1. Introduction

UAVs have significantly evolved in miniaturization, modeling, control, prototyp-
ing, and energy-efficient hybrid configurations [1–3]. For example, a simple tail-sitter
structure avoids a mechanically complex design involving multiple moving parts. Still,
the whole body tilts as the vehicle transitions from quadrotor mode to forward flight.
A biplane quadrotor, an under-actuated and hybrid tail-sitter, combines the advantages of
both rotary-wing and fixed-wing UAVs. For biplane quadrotors, research has focused on
the development of control strategies for different flight regimes [4,5], mission planning
strategies [6], modeling and trajectory planning [7], and improved performance under wind
gust disturbances [8], along with some real-time implementation of control strategies [9].
As the biplane involves both quadrotor and level flight modes, advanced strategies explore
the handling of the transition between these modes [7,9]. Furthermore, ref. [10] proposes
a biplane quadrotor design with variable pitch propellers for a package delivery mission,
highlighting the applicability of such designs for real-world problems.

As the design of control strategies to handle both flight modes of a biplane is very
significant, several techniques inclusive of Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) [11],
Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) [12], adaptive and nonlinear control [13–15], sliding
mode control [16–18], back-stepping control [19], and H∞ control [20] have been proposed.
Trajectory tracking under different scenarios is observed [11,12] by using PID and LQR
techniques. Nonlinear PID (NPID) for the quadrotor UAV is proposed in [21], while a
Novel PID-type motion controller is implemented in [22]. A variable universe fractal dual
fuzzy PID controller is proposed in [23] for the tail-sitter UAV to handle the variations in
airspeed and aerodynamic structures during the transition mode. PID controllers with
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gain scheduling for a tail-sitter UAV [24] provide improved performance. A camera-based
positioning system for quadcopters has been presented for the automatic landing with
PID Control for the attitude and PD controller for the position [25]. Intelligent flight
PID, LQR, and State feedback controllers are implemented in the nonlinear model of X3D
Quadrotor [26].

Furthermore, by the use of optimization approaches, such as intelligent particle swarm
optimization [27,28], the performance of gain scheduled PID controllers are also enhanced.
Improving upon such architectures, in [14], a robust nonlinear trajectory tracking control
during flight mode transitions without switching the coordinates was proposed. Along
similar lines, a sliding mode controller for a fixed-wing UAV to keep tracking an awkward,
moving target and also maintain a continuous circular motion concerning the moving target
is proposed in [17]. Along with trajectory tracking, robustness to crosswinds and other
external disturbances is a significant problem for biplane quadrotor configurations. The
main disadvantages of such control algorithms are their lack of robustness, their limited
range of operation, and their requirement for detailed dynamics of the UAV.

Addressing robustness to crosswinds, nonlinear disturbance observers were de-
signed [19,20]. Such observers achieve robust trajectory tracking with backstepping con-
trollers and H∞ techniques. For improved convergence time along with disturbance
rejection, a hybrid PD-adaptive neuro-fuzzy controller is proposed [29]. Similarly, pro-
portional derivative and adaptive integral backstepping control techniques [30] are used
together to control the position within a building-generated wind wake disturbance. Back-
stepping controllers and adaptive backstepping controllers are proposed for the trajectory
tracking and payload delivery by using biplane quadrotors [31]. The backstepping control
method requires full-state measurement and a large magnitude of control signals, while
the neuro-fuzzy controller has a lack of robustness and required expertise for a good
initialization.

An animated picture of the biplane quadrotor is shown in Figure 1. During take-off,
landing, and hovering, biplane quadrotors act as conventional rotary wing UAVs, and after
performing the transition maneuver, they fly with high velocity as a fixed-wing UAV.

Figure 1. Animated picture of biplane quadrotor.

The ability to reject disturbances along with finite time convergent properties [32,33]
of the integral terminal sliding mode control (ITSMC) strategies have led to their significant
use in various UAV works [34–36]. A complete flight trajectory tracking control law for
quadcopter UAVs operated under matched uncertainties is proposed [34]. Similarly, in [35],
a robust ITSMC controller for the attitude control along with an adaptive backstepping for
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position and altitude was developed. For improving the rate of convergence and accuracy,
adaptive fractional-order non-singular fast terminal sliding mode controllers in the presence
of random external disturbances and parametric uncertainties for UAVs are proposed [36].
Integrating SMC techniques with PID, a two-part control scheme for a 6-DOF UAV system
affected with external disturbance due to sensor failure is proposed [37]. Similarly, the
attitude controller uses an integrated design of integral backstepping control (IBS) and
an adaptive terminal sliding mode control (ATSMC) for a quadrotor [38]. Addressing
the issues of disturbance rejection along with actuator faults, an adaptive backstepping
sliding mode controller with the swapping gain generated by a backstepping controller
was proposed in [39] for a quadrotor.

Researchers have developed algorithms for trajectory tracking of rotary-wing UAVs,
fixed-wing UAVs, and hybrid UAVs such as a quadrotor tail-sitter, quadrotor tail-rotor,
etc. In this work, we design BSC, ITSMC, and a Hybrid controller (ITSMC + BSC), which
is more robust, provides a faster response, and comes in a simple structure, for a biplane
quadrotor to track the autonomous trajectory containing all the modes to ensure appropriate
maneuvers. Furthermore, controller performance is evaluated based on the trajectory
tracking in different modes and scenarios and during mass change. The rest of the paper
is as follows: Section 2 presents the biplane quadrotor dynamics. Section 3 designs the
ITSMC and backstepping controller for the quadrotor, transition mode, and fixed-wing
mode. Section 4 presents the results and discussions of the simulation study to demonstrate
controller performance, followed by concluding remarks in Section 5.

2. Mathematical Model of Biplane Quadrotor

The biplane quadrotor’s 6-degrees-of-freedom (DOF) dynamics [4] are:ẍ
ÿ
z̈

 =
1
m

 Fax
Fay

−T + Faz

+ g

−sθ
cθsφ
cθcφ

rv− qw
pw− ru
qu− pv

, (1)

φ̈
θ̈
ψ̈

 =

(b1r + b2 p)q + b3(La + Lt) + b4(Na + Nt)
b5 pr− b6(p2 − r2) + b7(Ma + Mt)

(b8 p− b2r)q + b4(La + Lt) + b9(Na + Nt)

. (2)

where c(·) = cos(·) and s(·) = sin(·), [ẍ ÿ z̈] and [φ̈ θ̈ ψ̈] are the linear and angular
accelerations, and [p q r] and [u v w] are the angular and linear velocities. m is the mass and
T is the thrust, [Lt Mt Nt] are the moments of the roll, pitch, and yaw angles; [Fax Fay Faz]
and [La Ma Na] are the aerodynamic forces and the aerodynamic moments acting on the
biplane quadrotor, respectively. Inertial terms are defined as constant bi:

b1
b2
b3
b4
b8
b9

 =
1

Ix Iz − I2
xz



(Iy − Iz)Iz − I2
xz

(Ix − Iy + Iz)Ixz
Iz
Ixz

(Ix − Iy)Ix + I2
xz

Ix

,

b5
b6
b7

 =
1
Iy

(Iz − Ix)
Ixz
1

. (3)

The aerodynamic forces in the quadrotor frame and the moments due to aerodynamic
forces are defined as:Fax

Fay
Faz

 =

 sα cα −sα sβ cα
sβ cβ 0

−cα cβ cα sβ sα

−D
Y
−L

  La
Ma
Na

 =

 0.5ρV2SbCl
0.5ρc̄V2SCm
0.5ρV2SbCn

, (4)

where Cl , Cm, and Cn are the non-dimensional coefficients of the total rolling, pitching, and
yawing moments due to aerodynamic forces [4]. The velocity of the biplane quadrotor is
V =

√
u2 + v2 + w2.
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3. Hybrid Controller Design

Next, we design a hybrid controller in which the BSC and ITSMC control the attitude
and position subsystems, respectively, for autonomous trajectory tracking. We consider all
modes and phases such as take-off, hovering, transition, level flight, and landing.

3.1. Quadrotor Mode

In the quadrotor mode, the aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the biplane
quadrotor are neglected since the angular velocity is almost zero during the take-off,
hovering, and landing phases. The thrust generated by the motors balances the weight of
the biplane quadrotor. For the quadrotor mode, the dynamics using (1) and (2) are:

m
[
ẍ ÿ z̈

]T
=

[
0 0 mg

]T
+ RT

[
0 0 − T

]T (5)φ̈
θ̈
ψ̈

 =

(b1r + b2 p)q + b3(La + Lt) + b4(Na + Nt)
b5 pr− b6(p2 − r2) + b7(Ma + Mt)

(b8 p− b2r)q + b4(La + Lt) + b9(Na + Nt)

 (6)

RT =

cφcψ sφsθcψ− cφsψ cφsθcψ + sφsψ
cθsψ sφsθsψ + cφcψ cφsθsψ− sφcψ
−sθ sφcθ cφcθ

.

Using (5) and (6), the control law for the position and attitude subsystems are designed.
The controller design based on Figure 2 is possible in the following ways:

• For the BSC-based control, controller 1 (Position controller) and controller 2 (Attitude
controller) blocks are both backstepping controllers.

• For ITSMC based control, controller 1 and controller 2 are both replaced by ITSMCs.
• For the Hybrid controller, controller 1 is replaced by an ITSMC and controller 2 is

replaced by a BSC.
• In hybrid control, controller 1 can be replaced by the BSC and controller 2 can be

replaced by the ITSMC, but in this simulation study, we consider only the above case
for the hybrid controller. More details are in the Results and Discussions section.

Figure 2. Block Diagram of controller design.

The position controller calculates the desired thrust (T) based on the desired signal.
For the attitude controller, the desired roll and pitch angle is calculated using [xd yd] and
the desired yaw angle (ψd) is directly given. Based on these signals, the desired roll, pitch,
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and yaw moments [Lt Mt Nt] are generated and given to the propulsion system, and then
the desired signal for the motors [U1 U2 U3 U4] are generated.

In the next section, the hybrid controller design and stability analysis is shown.
As explained earlier, the attitude of the biplane quadrotor is controlled by the BSC controller,
while the ITSMC-based controller controls position and altitude.

3.1.1. ITSMC Design

To design an ITSMC-based controller for the position and altitude control of the
biplane quadrotor, we first define the sliding surface [35] as:

S = ė +
∫

γėj/i + ζe
j

2i−1 , (7)

and the reaching law is selected as:

Ṡ = −λS− k sign(S), (8)

where 0 < j/i < 1, γ, ζ, k, λ > 0. Now, the error between the actual altitude and desired
altitude is given by ezq = z− zd. Here, suffix q is for the quadrotor mode and transition
mode. A positive definite function is defined as Vzq =

1
2 S2

zq . By taking its time derivative
and using (5), we obtain:

V̇zq = Szq

(
z̈− z̈d + γzq ėjzq /izq + ζzq e

jzq
2izq−1

)

= Szq

(
g− T

m cφcθ − z̈qd + γzq ėjzq /izq + ζzq e
jzq

izq−1

)
.

(9)

Using (9), the control law is defined as:

T =
m

cφ cθ

g− z̈d + γzq ė
jzq /izq
zq + ζ

jzq
2izq+jzq
zq + λzq Szq + kzq sign

(
Szq

), (10)

such that V̇zq = −λzq S2
zq − kzq |Szq | ≤ 0, where λzq , kzq > 0. Control laws for the x-y position

are defined using the same procedure:

Ux =
m
T

−ẍd + γxq ė
jxq /ixq
xq + ζ

jxq
2ixq−jxq
xq + λxq Sxq + kxq sign

(
Sxq

), λxq , kxq > 0, (11)

Uy =
m
T

−ÿd + γyq ė
jyq /iyq
yq + ζ

jyq
2iyq−jyq
yq + λyq Syq + kyq sign

(
Syq

), λyq , kyq > 0. (12)

Using (11) and (12), the desired roll and pitch angles are designed as:

φd = sin−1(sψdUy + cψdUx
)
, θd = sin−1((cψdUx + sψdUy

)
cφd
)
, (13)

where −π
2 < φd < π

2 , −π
2 < θd < π

2 and −π < ψd < π are reasonable bounds that avoid
singularity in (10). The position subsystem is controlled by (10)–(12), and based on these,
the desired roll and pitch angles are given in (13). These desired angles are the inputs of
the attitude controller designed based on the BSC described next.

3.1.2. BSC Design

The attitude of the biplane quadrotor is controlled by the BSC controller. Som the error
between the actual roll angle and the desired roll angle is given by eφq = φ− φd. A positive
definite function is defined as Vφq = 1

2 e2
φq

, by taking its time derivative V̇φq = eφq ėφq =
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eφq epq − δφq e2
φq

, δφq > 0, where epq = p− pd (velocity error). To satisfy this condition, a
virtual control pd = φ̇qd − δφq eφq is chosen such that:

epq = p− pd = p− φ̇qd + δφq eφq . (14)

The next step is to enhance Vφq with a quadratic term in epq . To obtain a positive
definite function as Vpq =

1
2 e2

pq + Vφq , and after taking the first time derivative, we obtain:

V̇pq = epq

(
(b1r + b2 p)q + b3Lt + b4Nt − φ̈d + δφq ėφq

)
− δφq e2

φq + eφq epq . (15)

Using (15), the control law for the roll subsystem is defined as:

Lt =
1
b3

(
−eφq − δpq epq + φ̈d − δφq ėφq − (b1r− b2 p)q− b4Nt

)
, (16)

so that V̇pq = −δφq e2
φq
− δpq e2

pq , which guarantees an asymptotic stable system for the
appropriately chosen δφq , δpq > 0. Using the same calculation procedure, we can define
control law for the pitch and yaw angle, as well as position:

Mt =
1
b7

(
θ̈d − eθq − δqq eqq − δθq ėθq + b6

(
p2 − r2

)
− b5 pr

)
, (17)

Nt =
1
b9

(
ψ̈d − eψq − δrq erq − δψq ėψq − (b8 p− b2r)q− b4Lt

)
. (18)

The biplane quadrotor attitude is controlled by the control laws given in (16)–(18).

3.2. Transition Mode

Biplane quadrotors can switch quadrotor mode to fixed-wing mode by performing
transition maneuvers. The biplane quadrotor is commanded to rotate linearly ≈90 about
the pitch axis to perform the transition. When the aerodynamic forces are sufficient, the
controller switches from the quadrotor mode to the level flight mode. The attitude and
altitude are controlled in transition mode, but there is no control over the x-y position.
In this transition mode, biplane quadrotor dynamics are the same as the quadrotor mode
dynamics with the aerodynamic forces and movements, so the control laws for the transition
mode are given as:

T =
m

cφ cθ

g− Faz

m
− γzq ė

jzq /izq
zq − ζ

jzq
2izq−jzq
zq − λzq Szq − kzq sign

(
Szq

), (19)

Lt =
1
b3

(
−eφq − δpq epq + φ̈d − δφq ėφq − (b1r− b2 p)q− b4(Nt + Na)− b3La

)
, (20)

Mt =
1
b7

(
θ̈d − eθq − δqq eqq − δθq ėθq + b6

(
p2 − r2

)
− b5 pr− b7Ma

)
, (21)

Nt =
1
b9

(
ψ̈d − eψq − δrq erq − δψq ėψq − (b8 p− b2r)q− b4(Lt + La)− b9Na

)
. (22)

3.3. Flight Mode

The level flight mode dynamics of the biplane quadrotor are like the dynamics of
conventional fixed-wing aircraft. Biplane dynamics (1) and (2) with variables defined for
quadrotor frame and transformed for fixed-wing axis are given as:vx

vy
vz


W

=

0 0 −1
0 1 0
1 0 0

vx
vy
vz


Q

. (23)
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Using (1), (2), and (23), the level flight mode dynamics are given as:

ẋ = (cθcψ)u + (sφsθcψ− cφsψ)v + (cφsθcψ + sφsψ)w, (24)

ẏ = (cθsψ)u + (sφsθsψ + cφcψ)v + (cφsθsψ− sφcψ)w, (25)

ż = −usθ + vsφcθ + wcφcθ, (26)

u̇ = Fax/m− gsθ + pv− qu + T/m, (27)

v̇ = Fay/m + gcθsφ + pw− ru, (28)

ẇ = Faz/m + gcθcφ + rv− qw, (29)

ṗ = −pq(bw3 + bw9)− qr(bw11 − bw12)− bw13(La + Lt) + bw5(Na + Nt),

q̇ = bw8r2 + bw9 p2 + 2 bw10 pr + bw7(Mt + Ma), (30)

ṙ = pq(bw1 + bw2) + qr(bw3 − bw4) + bw5(Lt + La)− bw6(Nt + Na),

where, t(·) = tan(·), bw1 = Ixz(Iy + Ixz)/B, bw2 = I2
z /B, bw3 = Ixz(Ix + Iy)/B, bw4 =

Ix Iy/B, bw5 = Ixz/B, bw6 = Iz/B, bw7 = 1/Iy, bw8 = Ix/Iy, bw9 = Iz/Iy, bw10 = Ixz/Iy,
bw11 = I2

x/B, bw12 = Ixz(Iy − Ixz)/B, bw13 = Ix/B, and B = Ix Iz − I2
xz.

Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the controller design for the level flight mode of
biplane quadrotor where the desired attitude [φd θd ψd] is generated by using [xd yd zd] and
the current position [x y z] of the biplane quadrotor. The required thrust (T) is generated
by the velocity controller, and the moments [Lt Mt Nt] the attitude controller generates.
Generated thrust and moments are given to the propulsion system, generating desired
signals [U1 U2 U3 U4] to the respective actuator of the biplane quadrotor. The roles of
controller 1 and controller 2 for the BSC, ITSMC, and hybrid control method are the same
as explained earlier.

Control laws for the desired thrust in the level flight mode are derived by using the
same procedure as explained in the quadrotor mode, so using Equation (27), the required
thrust is calculated as:

T = m

g sθ − pv + qu− Fax

m
− γz f ė

jz f /iz f
z f − ζ

jz f
2iz f −jz f − λz f Sz f − kz f sign(Sz f )

. (31)

The attitude of the biplane quadrotor in the fixed wing mode are controlled by the
BSC, and control laws are defined using the same procedure as explain in the quadrotor
mode, so control laws for the attitude are:

Lt =
1

bw13
(eφ f + δp f ep f + δφ f ėφ f − φ̈d − pq(bw3 + bw9) + qr(bw12 − bw11)

+ bw5(Na + Nt) + Lw13La), (32)

Mt =
1

bw7
(−eθ f − δq f eq f − δθ f ėθ f + θ̈d − bw8r2 − bw9 p2 − 2 bw10 pr− bw7Ma), (33)

Nt =
1

bw6
(eψ f + δr f er f + δψ f ėψ f − ψ̈d + pq(bw1 + bw2) + qr(bw3 − bw4)

+ bw5(Lt + La) + bw6Na). (34)

Here, the y position and altitude are controlled by the desired pitch (ψd) and yaw
(θd) [40], which are given by using Equations (24) and (25) as:

θd = sin−1
(

żd − kz(z− zd)√
a2 + b2

)
+ tan−1

(
u

v sφ + w cφ

)
,

ψd = tan−1
(

ẏd − ky(yd − y)
ẋd + kx(xd − x)

)
, (35)
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where zd is desired altitude, xd and yd are desired x and y positions, and kx, ky, kφ and kz
are tunable gains. We consider the roll angle as a linear function of the yaw angle, given as:

φd = kφ(ψ− ψd). (36)

Figure 3. Block Diagram of controller design for Fixed wing mode.

4. Results and Discussions

In the last section, we designed a hybrid controller for the biplane quadrotor to track
a desired trajectory. Simulation is carried out by using MATLAB Simulink for an initial
position of the biplane quadrotor as [x y z] = [0.5 5 0] and attitude as [φ θ ψ] = [0 0 0]. The
biplane specifications are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Biplane quadrotor parameters.

Parameters Value Parameters Value

g 9.8 m s−2 Wing area (single) 0.754 m2

Mass (m) 12 kg Aspect ratio 6.9
Ixx 1.86 kg·m2 Wing Span 2.29 m
Iyy 2.03 kg·m2 Gap-to-chord ratio 2.56
Izz 3.617 kg·m2 Slung load mass (ml) 2 kg

BSC gains are shown in Table 2, ITSMC gains in Table 3, and hybrid controller gains
are shown in Table 4.
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Table 2. Backstepping Controller gains.

Quadrotor, Transition Mode Fixed Wing Mode

Parameter Values Parameter Values Parameter Values Parameter Values

kxq 1.5 kuq 2.8 kx f 15 ku f 5

kyq 1.5 kvq 2.8 kφ f 113 kp f 13

kzq 3 kwq 5 kθ f 113 kq f 13

kφq 15 kpq 18 kψ f 113 kr f 13

kθq 15 kqq 18

kψq 15 krq 18

Table 3. ITSMC Controller Gains.

Quadrotor, Transition Mode Fixed Wing Mode

Parameter Values Parameter Values Parameter Values Parameter Values

γxq 2.70 ζxq 0.317 γx f 1.27 ζx f 3.57

γyq 2.70 ζyq 0.317 γφ f 2.78 ζφ f 2.57

γzq 2.70 ζzq 1.57 γθ f 2.78 ζθ f 2.75

γφq 1.78 ζφq 1.57 γψ f 2.78 ζψ f 2.57

γθq 1.78 ζθq 1.57 λx f 2.3 kx f 1.66

γψq 1.78 ζψq 1.27 λφ f 2 kφ f 2.66

λxq 3.3 kxq 2.66 λθ f 2 kθ f 2.66

λyq 3.3 kyq 2.66 λψ f 2 kψ f 2.66

λzq 3.3 kzq 1.66 pφ f 7 qφ f 5

λφq 3.3 kφq 5.66 pθ f 7 qθ f 5

λθq 3.3 kθq 8.66 pψ f 7 qψ f 5

λψq 3.3 kψq 5.66

pxq 9 qxq 5

pyq 9 qyq 5

pzq 9 qzq 7

pφq 7 qφq 5

pθq 7 qθq 5

pψq 7 qψq 5
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Table 4. Hybrid Controller gains.

Quadrotor, Transition Mode Fixed Wing Mode

Parameter Values Parameter Values Parameter Values Parameter Values

γxq 5.70 ζxq 2.317 γx f 1.27 ζx f 3.57

γyq 5.70 ζyq 2.317 λx f 2.3 kx f 1.66

γzq 8.70 ζzq 3.57 px f 9 qx f 7

λxq 5.3 kxq 3.66 kφ f 113 kp f 13

λyq 5.3 kyq 3.66 kθ f 113 kq f 13

λzq 5.3 kzq 2.66 kψ f 113 kr f 13

pxq 9 qxq 5

pyq 9 qyq 5

pzq 9 qzq 7

Simulation is carried out for t = 0–1000 s. Figure 4 shows the timeline of simulation
where at t = 0 to t = 20 s, the biplane takes off with 5 m/s velocity while holding its x-y
position.

Figure 4. Timeline for simulation study.

After t = 20 s, the UAV was commanded to hover for the next 27 s, and after t = 47 s,
it will perform a transition maneuver for next 3 s and will switch into the fixed-wing UAV
at t = 50 s. For the next 900 s, the biplane quadrotor will fly with different velocities and
trajectories. At t = 50 to t = 100 s, it will fly with a 20 m/s velocity in the x direction
and 3 m/s velocity in the y direction while holding its altitude at 100 m. After t = 100,
for the next 800 s, it will fly with a curvature trajectory where the velocity of the x axis is
10 m/s and the altitude is 100 m. After, it will again increase its velocity to 20 m/s in the x
direction and 3 m/s in the y direction. At t = 950 s, it will perform a transition maneuver
to switch from the fixed wing mode to the quadrotor mode. This transition period will
be small for just 1 s, and then it will hover again for 29 s and is commanded to land at
t = 980 s. In all the plots of the simulation results, the x-axis shows the simulation time,
and the specific-state variable or parameters are shown in the y-axis.

Figure 5 shows the x position tracking. After the transition from the quadrotor to level
flight mode at t = 47 to 50 s, where we have no control over the x-y position, the hybrid
controller (ITSMC + BSC) response is faster at tracking the x position again than the BSC
and ITSMC controllers. At t = 100, when the biplane quadrotor is commanded to suddenly
change velocity from 20 m/s to 10 m/s, as well as direction, the performance of the Hybrid
controller generates less error and faster x trajectory tracking than the ITSMC and BSC.
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Figure 5. X position tracking.

Figure 6 shows the y axis position of the biplane quadrotor during the whole flight
envelope. At t = 100, when the direction and velocity are suddenly changed, the hybrid
controller’s performance is better than both the ITSMC and BSC.
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Figure 6. Y position tracking.

It generates a lesser error than the BSC and has a lesser settling time than the ITSMC.
At t = 950, after performing the transition from the fixed-wing to the quadrotor flight, the
BSC controller takes more time to provide a steady-state response than the ITSMC and the
hybrid controller. The hybrid controller is slightly faster than the ITSMC during this time.

Figure 7 shows the altitude tracking performance of the controllers. At t = 20 s, when
the biplane quadrotor is commanded to hold its altitude after take-off, the controller’s
response is slightly faster than the BSC, while the ITSMC takes more time to hold the
desired altitude. At t = 100 s, with a sudden change in direction and speed of the biplane
quadrotor, it is commanded to hold a constant altitude. The BSC generates a 6 m error in
the altitude during this period, while the ITSMC generates less than a 2 m error. Although
the hybrid controller generates a somewhat larger error than 2 m, the settling time of the
hybrid controller is less than the ITSMC. Finally, at t = 980 s, the biplane quadrotor is
commanded to land, and around this time, the hybrid controller is a little bit faster than the
BSC but similar to the ITSMC.
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Figure 7. Altitude tracking.
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Figure 8 shows the roll angle tracking by controllers during the mission. During the
transition phase at t = 47 to t = 50 s, all 3 controllers can track the desired roll angle, but
after the transition, in fixed-wing mode, the ITSMC response is sluggish compared to the
BSC and hybrid controller. During the second transition at t = 900 s to 901 s, the change
in the velocity and the direction of the biplane quadrotor, the ITSMC’s response is slower
than the BSC and hybrid controller.
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Figure 8. Roll angle tracking.

Figure 9 shows pitch angle tracking performance. All three controllers track pitch
angle while decreasing linearly in the transition period t = 47–50. Just after transition,
in level flight mode, the response of the ITSMC is sluggish compared to the BSC and the
hybrid controllers, and the BSC and the hybrid controller responses are the same because
the attitude controller is the same in these controllers. At t = 951 s after performing the
transition from fixed-wing mode to quadrotor mode, the performance of the BSC controller
is better than the ITSMC and hybrid controllers.
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Figure 9. Pitch angle tracking.

Figure 10 shows the yaw angle tracking performance. In transition mode (t =47–50 s),
all three controllers track the desired yaw angle, but after transition, in fixed-wing mode, the
ITSMC response is sluggish compared to the BSC and hybrid controller. However, during
the second change in velocity and direction of the biplane quadrotor (at t =900–901 s), the
performance of the hybrid controller is better than the BSC and ITSMC.
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Figure 10. Yaw angle tracking.
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Figure 11 shows the velocity profile during the mission. The hybrid controller and
ITSMC controller responses are the same because in the hybrid controller, the ITSMC also
controls the position subsystem of the biplane quadrotor.
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Figure 11. Velocity profile.

Figures 12 and 13 show the position tracking of the biplane quadrotor during the
change in the mass. As observed, there is no visible change in the x-y position of the
biplane quadrotor with mass change at t = 50 s. However, in the altitude, BSC generates
a steady-state error of around 20 cm after mass changes from 18 kg to 12 kg. In contrast,
the ITMSC and hybrid controllers can track altitude again, but the hybrid controllers have
generated lesser errors faster than the ITSMC.
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Figure 12. The x-y position tracking during the mass change.

In this hybrid controller, the ITSMC, which is more robust, controls the position
subsystem, and the BSC controls the attitude subsystem providing a fast response. So, the
hybrid controller incorporates the advantages of both the control method as validated by
the simulation results and the performance index shown in Table 5.

Figure 13. Altitude tracking during the mass change.
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Table 5. Integral Time Absolute Error (ITAE) with (i) trajectory tracking and (ii) mass change.

Sr.No Time (s) BSC ITSMC ITSMC + BSC

0–50 390 395 382
(i) 50–950 1.57× 104 1.56× 104 1.52× 104

950–1000 132 128 122

(ii) 0–100 1305 230 133

Figure 14 shows three-dimension trajectory tracking performance by all three con-
trollers. The overall hybrid controller performance is better than the BSC and ITSMC.

Figure 14. Three-dimensional trajectory tracking.

If the ITSMC controls the attitude in the hybrid controller and the BSC-based controller
controls the position, then there is a steady-state error in the altitude during mass change.
Altitude tracking has the highest impact due to the mass change while the biplane quadrotor
is in the hover state, and ITSMC provides a robust response compared to the BSC.

5. Conclusions

A biplane quadrotor is a hybrid UAV that can take off, hover, and land like a rotary-
wing quadrotor and fly with high velocity like a fixed-wing quadrotor. This simulation
study, carried out using MATLAB Simulink, proposed a hybrid controller (ITSMC + BSC)
for a biplane quadrotor to track the desired trajectory and compared its performance with
ITSMC- and BSC-based controllers. The outcomes of this study are as follows:

• In the x-axis trajectory tracking, just after transition mode at t = 50 s, the hybrid
controller takes less time and generates lesser error than the BSC. At t = 100 s, the
biplane quadrotor commanded to suddenly change velocity from 20 m/s to 10 m/s
results in superior performance in the hybrid controller than the ITSMC and BSC.

• At t = 100 s, the ITSMC takes longer to track in the y-axis trajectory, and the BSC
generates the most significant error among these controllers. However, the hybrid
controller can track within a 15 m error in the desired trajectory and takes 17 s.

• The hybrid controller effectively manages altitude tracking of the biplane quadrotor.
At t = 20 s, when commanded to hover after take off at 5 m/s velocity, the performance
of the ITSMC is sluggish, taking more than 3 s to hold the altitude. In comparison,
the hybrid controller is faster than the ITSMC, and BSC and takes only 2 s to track
the altitude. When a sudden mass change happens at t = 100 s, the hybrid controller
generates 2 m error and takes only 3 s to track the altitude again, while the BSC
generates a significant error, and ITSMC takes more time.

• In attitude tracking, the response of ITSMC is slower than BSC and hybrid controllers.
• The performance of these controllers is also evaluated in the scenarios when a sudden

mass change happens. Again, the hybrid controller’s performance is far superior
to the other two controllers as the BSC generates 20 cm steady-state error while the
ITSMC has a slow response.

• Although the change in the parameters is not accurately measured analytically, for
instance, using an adaptive backstepping controller, the robustness of the proposed
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control methods adopted is still proven numerically through simulations, as shown in
Figure 13.

• The BSC and ITSMC controllers track the desired trajectory, but a hybrid controller is
an obvious choice when we require faster and more precise control.

6. Future Work

A simulation study in MATLAB Simulink successfully validates the proposed hybrid
controller. The next step is implementing such a controller in Gazebo, a 3-Dimension
Simulator, helping to identify the effectiveness of the controller in the 3D space in the
presence of the different disturbances and different scenarios. The last step is to implement
it to the actual hardware using the PX4 flight controller.
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